
TECHNICAL RIDER 

 

Missed…again!  
Mechanical-Live-Cinema 
French Company DYNAMOGèNE 

 

 

 

- Fixed show – 

 
------------------------------------ 

Only performing at night! 

------------------------------------ 
 

 

 

 

Description: 
Fixed show suitable for all audiences 

Duration: 70 minutes 

Projection of a silent movie. Soundtrack produced live by a huge musical machinery. 

The screen (3m x 2m) is on the top of the structure.  

3 comedians.  

 

Ideal location: 
Location scouting is best but pictures and description of the site are suitable. 

Ideal dimensions: 18m x 12m (if different, please contact us) 

High: 6 meters minimum 

We can play inside (shed, warehouse, theatre…) or outside 

Ground: preferably flat and hard 

 

Minimum Scenic Space: 
10m x 10m, flat ground, height = 6m 

 

 

WARNING: For outside representations, wind and rain can make us stop the 

show and close the play area from the public. 

 

 



 

  

Other layouts are possible, consult us. Scouting preferable. 

 

 

 

 



Scenery access:  
Our truck must have access to the site.  

MERCEDES (license plate: CD556CP) – heavy duty (PTAC = 12 tones) 

The truck must get as close as possible from the show location.  
As every element of our décor is on wheels, it is necessary for us to have an easy 
access and practicable ground. 
If the ground is soft (grass, soil…) please provide us with plywood panel (at least 

10mm thickness), so we can put our décor in place.  

Our vehicle (12 tones truck, must be parked nearby during our stay).  

If entry through a door : minimum height before installation 2.25m. 

 

Electricity: 
The structure must be fed with:  

380V (3 phases + neutral + ground for each phase) (other configuration possible, 

contact us) 

We have a normalised electric box (30mA differential) and a 20-meter extension 

cable (+ P17 adaptator – 32A for junction on a general box). 

Any electric intervention relative to plugging will be done by a technician from the 

festival under the organiser responsibility. 

 

 

Time & Capacity: 
Must be played by night (film projections), nightfall acceptable 
(No need for light gear, we are autonomous) 

We have a tier (100 seats in 3 modules (cf.picture below)) + children on carpets on the 

floor + adults standing, which makes around 300 people.  

 

 
 

 

 

 



Picture of one module 

 
 

Announcement and publicity: 
Thanks for announcing the time and place of the show. 

Usually we play in the street and access to the show is free. But, it is possible to 

establish a small entry fee (that is up to you).  

At the end of the show, we take the liberty to sell posters and small “souvenirs” link to 

the show. 

We have files and pictures at your disposal (300dpi if needed) 

 

Surveillance/guarding…IMPERATIVE!!! 
Day and night 

 

Lodges: 
For 4 people, nearby the show location 
(drinks + snacks + toilets & sink) 

 

 

Assembly/disassembly: 
Assembly: 4 hours / disassembly: 3 hours 

We ask the help of two technicians for loading or unloading 

(just the first hour or so) 

 

 

During the show: 
2 people from the organisation to make sure that everything is running well (discreet 

surveillance of the public) 

 

 



Food & Housing: 
the team (4/5 people) arriving D-1 and leaving D+1 

Heavy duty truck (to be confirmed according our tour program) 

The organiser will take in charge: every meal (morning, noon, evening) for 4/5 people. 
(entry, main course, dessert & drinks, correct and balanced food, served hot) 

Housing for 4/5 people (single rooms) nearby the show location. (The team has to be 

able to travel by feet.) 

 

Furniture’s from the festival organisation: 
The place must be accessible and ready as soon as we arrive:  

Electricity on and connected.  

- Safety gates (“Heras” type), added to the ones put around the show (quantity to 

define) 

- Cable gland, length to define (around 20m). Black discreet rubber if possible.  

 

Complete list (with exact quantities) will be establish after scouting. 

 

Nota :  

If one or some points of this technical sheet would not be respected, please contact 

us as soon as possible to discuss and plan a substitute solution together. 

 

 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 

CONTACTS   
Pierre Pélissier (artistic) : +33 675 665 794     

Emilie Travers (administrative) : +33 645 360 842 

 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
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